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THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE LEAST UPPER BOUND
PROPERTY AND THE HAHN-BANACH EXTENSION

PROPERTY IN ORDERED LINEAR SPACES1

TING-ON TO

Abstract. Let F be a partially ordered (real) linear space with

the positive wedge C. It is known that V has the least upper bound

property if and only if V has the Hahn-Banach extension property

and C is lineally closed. In recent papers, W. E. Bonnice and R. J.

Silverman proved that the Hahn-Banach extension and the least

upper bound properties are equivalent. We found that their proof is

valid only for a restricted class of partially ordered linear spaces.

In the present paper, we supply a proof for the general case. We

prove that if V contains a partially ordered linear subspace W of

dimension ä 2, whose induced wedge K = WD C satisfies KU (—K)

= W and Kr\(—K) = {zero vector}, then V fails to have the

Hahn-Banach extension property. From this the desired result

follows.

1. Introduction. In [l] W. E. Bonnice and R. J. Silverman proved

a theorem which states that in a (partially) ordered (real) linear space

the least upper bound property and the Hahn-Banach extension prop-

erty are equivalent. We indicated in [3, p. 165] that their proof is

only valid for a restricted class of ordered linear spaces. The purpose

of this paper is to supply a proof for the general case.

2. Definitions and preliminary lemmas. In this paper, we consider

linear spaces over the field R of real numbers. A nonempty subset C of

a linear space V is said to be a wedge if u, vEC and tER, t^O, imply

that u+v and tu are in C. If V is ordered by a vector ordering ^, then

the setC= {v:v^9, the zero element of V} is a wedge and is called the

positive wedge of V determined by ^. Conversely, a wedge C in V

determines a vector ordering ^ by taking a ^ b if and only if a — b E C.

Therefore a wedge C uniquely determines and is determined by a

vector ordering ^.

A wedge C is said to be sharp if uEC and  —uEC imply that
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u=9. It follows that the vector ordering ^ determined by the wedge

C is antisymmetric (i.e., a¡tb^a implies a = b) if and only if C is

sharp.

Following [l], [2] we use the notation (V; C) to denote a (par-

tially) ordered linear space (OLS) V with the positive wedge C. An

OLS (V; C) is said to have the least upper bound property (LUBP) if

every set of elements of V with an upper bound has a least upper

bound (not necessarily unique). An OLS (V; C) is said to have the

Hahn-Banach extension property (HBEP) if given (1) a linear space

X, (2) a linear subspace F of X, (3) a function p:X-+ V which is sub-

linear (i.e., subadditive and positively homogeneous), and (4) a linear

function/: F—> F such that p(y)— f(y) EC ior all y G F, then there is a

linear extension F:X-^V of / such that p(x) — F(x)EC for all xEX.

A wedge C in a linear space V is said to be lineally closed if the

intersection of C with every line in F is a closed set in the natural

topology of the line. A wedge C in a linear space F is said to be a

semispace-wedge if CXJ(-C) = F and Cr\(-C) = {fl}. An OLS (F;

C) is said to be a lexicographically ordered linear space (LOLS) if the

linear space F is of dimension ^ 2 and if the positive wedge C is a

semispace-wedge. It is clear that any ordered linear subspace of

dimension ¡£ 2 of a LOLS is still a LOLS.

Some preliminary lemmas concerning the above concepts are stated

as follows :

Lemma A [4, p. 9]. Let (V; C) be an OLS, X a linear space, Y a

linear subspace of X such that the codimension of Y in X is 1, p a sub-

linear function from X into V, and letf be a linear function from Y into

V such that p(y) —f(y) E C for all yEY. Then f has a linear extension F

from X into V such that p(x) — F (x) EC for all x EX if and only if for
each XoEX~Y there exists voE V such that  —p( — y—Xo)—f(y)^Vo

^p(y'+x0) —f(y')for every y, y'E Y.

Lemma B ([4, p. 105], [5]). An OLS (V; C) has the LUBP if and
only if ( V; C) has the HBEP and C is lineally closed.

Therefore by Lemma B, the equivalence of the LUBP and the

HBEP in an OLS (F; C) will be established if we can show that the

HBEP implies that the wedge C is lineally closed (we will do this in

§3, Lemma 4). To this end, the following lemma will be used.

Lemma C [l, pp. 844-845]. If an OLS (V; C) has the HBEP and if
the positive wedge C is not lineally closed, then there exists a 2-dimen-

sional lexicographically ordered linear subspace of (V;C).
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3. Main theorem. We begin with the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let iV;C)bean OLS. If there is a family {( Vt ; C()} ¡ss of

ordered linear subspaces of ( V; C), where E is a nonempty set of indices

ordered by a linear order -<, satisfying the following conditions:

(i) the induced wedges Cj= V^C\C, £££, are semispace-wedges;

(ii) for every £, nEE, Q<(C,'~{ö})2 if and only if £^r/;

(iii)   V= ZseB Vi, the direct sum of V¡, CEE;
then C is a semispace-wedge in V.

Proof. It is clear that for each nonzero element vEV, v has a

unique representation v= Z¡=i Aí¿ vu f°r some Xj^l or —1, v^EC^

~{ff},£<££,»=1,2, ■ • • ,¿,with£i^£2^-<£*.

Since((:£l~{ö})>Q,,i=l,2, • • ■ ,k-l,

*-i

» = vh - Z (-*£>{. > e>     if ht = i ;
¿-i

and

4-1

v = Z M>n, - nt < ö,      if ht = - 1-
¿-i

This shows that V = CVJ ( — C) and CC\ ( — C) = {0}, and hence C is a

semispace-wedge in V.

The following two corollaries follow immediately from the lemma.

Corollary 1.1. Let (F; C) be an OLS such that C is sharp. If there

is a Hamel basis B= {&{} £gb of V, where E is a nonempty set of indices

ordered by a linear order ^, such that B>6 and such that abv>ßb^ for

all real numbers a>0, ß>0, and for every n, %EE withr/y-i,, then C is a

semispace-wedge in V.

Corollary 1.2. Let (F; C) be an n-dimensional OLS such that C is

sharp. If there is a basis [b ¿}"_i ofVsuch that aibi> a2b2> ■ ■ ■ >anbn

>8 for all cc¿>0, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, then C is a semispace-wedge. More-

over, C can be expressed as the set

\ ^^¡bi'-^iERyi^l^, ■ ■ ■ , n, and the first Xi not to vanish is positive > .

The above corollary and its converse are well-known results

[6], [7]-

- Throughout A £B signifies that age for all aGA and bGB; and c¿A signifies

that c-ía for all aGA.
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Lemma 2. If (V;C) isa LOLS, {t>¿} "_, is a basis of an n-dimensional

(n^l) linear subspace F„ of V such that 9<aiVi<a2v2< • ■ ■ <anvn

for all «j>0, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, and V„+m is an (n+m)-dimensional

(m^l) linear subspace of V containing Vn, then there exists a basis

{"íi "21 " • • i v'n+m} °f Vn+m containing {"<}?_i such that 9<aiv[

<a2v2< ■ • ■ <a„+mv'n+m for all a,->0, i = l, 2, • • • , n+m.

The proof of Lemma 2, which is easily established by induction, is

omitted.

Let (F; C) be a LOLS. The wedge C is said to be a type (I) semi-

space-wedge if there exist uu íí£C~{o} such that Ui<au for every

a>0, and satisfying the following condition (I):

(I) There is non G F such that aiUi<v <au for every a >0, ai>0.

C is said to be a type (II) semispace-wedge if it is not of type (I).

It is worth remarking that for the finite dimensional case, the

positive wedge of any LOLS is a type (I) semispace-wedge but that

for the infinite dimensional case, there exist many LOLS's each

having its positive wedge which is a type (II) semispace-wedge.

The following lemma is the main result of this paper:

Lemma 3. Let (V; C) be an OLS. If (V; C) contains a lexicograph-

ically ordered linear subspace\(W; K), where K=WC\C, then (V; Cj

fails to have the HBEP. •    6$¡£!   |f>   KEfS.1'^'!

Proof. We first assume that the positive wedge C is sharp.

A Zorn's Lemma argument guarantees the existence of a maximal

lexicographically ordered linear subspace (IF*; K*) of (F; C) con-

taining (W; K) where K* = W*r\C. We shall show that if (F; Q
has the HBEP, then (W*;K*) fails to be maximal. This contradiction

will establish the lemma in case C is sharp. To this end, we assume

that (V; C) has the HBEP and consider the following two cases:

Case 1. K* is a type (I) semispace-wedge.

Let Mi, uEK*~{9}, such that Ui<au for every a>0, and satisfy-

ing the condition (I), i.e., there is no wEW* such that aiUi<w<au

for every «i>0, a>0.

Let

X = {(h, l2):ti G R, i - 1, 2} - Rt,       Y = {(0, t2):t2 E R\.

Define P:X-> V by

P((h, h)) = - (tttt)U2Ui + (\t2\ + tt)u,       if h = t2;

p((h, ¿2)) - - (tttt)ll2ui +{\t2\ +tt- [(ttt~i)/(h - h)]}u,

for all ¿1 ?í t2,
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where t+ = sup {t, 0} and t~ = sup { — /, 0}.

Define/: F->Fby/((0, t2))=t2u for every t2ER.

Then/ is a linear function and piy) — fiy)EK* for every yEY

Moreover, referring to [2, p. 221, Case (2v) and p. 217, Example 2], p

is a sublinear function from X into W*. Note that

-Pii-l, -h))- fH0,ti)) = -2t2u, if ¿2 ̂  0;

= (-/2/(l - t2))u,       if t2 < 0;

and

Piil, tí)) -/((O, tí)) = - (tiy2ui + u,       if ti fe 0;

= (-2*¿ +1)«, if/»' <0.

Let

5 = í»Gf':i»= (-<2/(l-<s))«,Í2áO},

r= {wgif*:w= - (tiyi2ui + u,ti êo}.

Then SÛT. Since (F; C) has the HBEP, by Lemma A there exists

noEF such that Sá^o^r. We claim that this element v0EW*. In-

deed, if there is vaEW* such that S^VoúT, then u — v0EW* and

(Í2)1/2wi = w-í)o^(1/(1-Í2))m for all t2>0 and /2<0, a contradiction.

Let vó = u— Vo, then aiUi<v'0<au for every ai>0, a>0, and

vóEW*. Let F' be the subspace of F spanned by W* and no-

We shall prove that the ordered linear subspace (V; C), where

C'=VT\C, is a LOLS. Let IF2 = lin {ult u},3 F»=lb {uu v'0, u}.

Then, by Corollary 1.2, (W2; K*C\W2) and (V3; CC\V3) are LOLS's.

Consider each nonzero element w*+\v'0E V, where w*EW*,

\ER- If w*EW2, then w*+~KvóEV3 and hence w*+~\vó belongs to

one and only one of the wedges CT\V3 and —CT\V3. Thus, w*

+\v'0 belongs to one and only one of the wedges C and —C. If

w*EW2, let JF3 = lin{Ml, u, w*} and let Vi = lin(W3\J{v'0}). Since

(IF3; Wsr\K*) is an ordered linear subspace of a LOLS (IF*; K*), by

Lemma 2, there is w0 E W3 such that {«i, u, w*} forms a basis for W3

and is such that either 6<aw0 <Ui<ßu, or aui<u<ßwQ, or aui<w0

<ßu, for every a>0, (3>0. By our hypothesis, the last case is ex-

cluded. In the first case, we have 6 <aw* <Ui<ßv'0<u for every a>0,

ß>0; in the second case, we have aui<v'0<ßu<w* for every a>0,

ß>0. Thus, by Corollary 1.2, in both cases the ordered linear sub-

space (Vi; V^CsC) is a LOLS and hence w*+\v'Q belongs to one and

only one of the wedges V'^C' and - (V'^C). Thus w*+\v'0 belongs

* Throughout lin A signifies the linear hull of the set A.
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to one and only one of the wedges C and — C. This shows that V

= C"U(-C") and CT\(-C) = {ß}. Thus, (V; C) is a LOLS with a
semispace-wedge C and hence (IF*; K*) is not a maximal lexico-

graphically ordered linear subspace in (V; C).

Case 2. K* is a type (II) semispace-wedge.

Let Mi, uEK*~{9} be such that Ui<au for every a>0 and let U

— {wEW*:ßui<w<au, for every a>0, ß>0}. Since K* is of type

(II), U is nonempty and has no maximal element relative to the

order of (IF*; K*). Moreover, by the maximal principle U contains a

maximal linearly independent subset B. Let F be the linear space

spanned by B and Mi, and let X be the linear space spanned by F and

m. Then {ui}\JB and {#i}U5UJaj are Hamel bases of Fand X,

respectively. Thus, for each xEX, there exists a finite subset {m£i.}f=x

of B (where k is some integer and m{i<M{2< ■•■<«{» relative to the

ordering of (F; C))i so that x has the unique representation, x = titii

+ XXi h/u^+tu, where h, t are real numbers and t(it i = 1, 2, • • ■ , k,

are nonzero real numbers if *^lin{Mi, u} ; they are all zero if x

Ehn{ui,u}.

Let/: F—» F be a linear function defined by

k k

f(y) = ii«i + 2 Mii. for all y = /i«i + X) hm¡ E Y,
;=i t-i

and let p : X—* F be a function defined by

k

p(x) = pi(x) + p2(x) + p%(x)u, for every x = /iMi + X) hiuU + tuE X,
<=i

where

t-i

pi(x) = hui + £'{<«*«•;
<=i

^«(*) = (tt - t~t£ l(-t + t(,))uik       if t * th;

p2(x) = lhuh       if t = ttt;

Pt(x) = p\((h, (j) =t+i+t+- ht+ /(t - h),       if t -A h,

and

Pi(x) = P*((h, t)) = tî+t+       iit = h;

where t+ = sup {t, 0} and ¿- = sup { — t, 0}.
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It follows that piy) —fiy)EC for all yEY. We claim that p is sub-

linear from X into F. It is clear that piix), p2ix) and p3ix) are posi-

tively homogeneous and that piix) is also subadditive. Since u^k<au

for every a>0, u%kEB, it remains to show that p3 is subadditive and

that p2ix)+p2ix')^p2ix+x') whenever p3ix)+p3ix')=pzix+x') for

every x, x'EX. It requires detailed computations to show analytically

that pz is subadditive. However, the graph of p3 makes this obvious.

Hence the computations will be omitted.

Also, from the graph of p'3, it is clear that p3ix+x') =pzix) +p3ix'),

where

* k>

X = /i«i + Z hiuii + tU, X   = liUi + Z ^,Mi¿ + t'u,
i-1 «=1

if and only if
(a) h = rt[ and t = rt', r>0, or

(b) Îiè0,iè0,iiè0,i'è0,or
(c) ti^0,t^0,t'i^0,t'^0,or

id) íigO.íáO.íí^O.í'^O.
Simple direct computations show that in these cases p2ix+x')

ûp2ix)+piix'). Thus, p is sublinear from X into F. Furthermore,

-Pimk - u) - fi-rulk) = (r/(l + r))uh,    for every uik E B, r > 0;

and

pi — sui + u) — /( — sui) = (1/(1 + s))u + sui,       for all s ^ 0.

Let M={(r/(l+r))uik\uikEB, r>0} and let N={(l/il+s))u

+ smi:5^0} . Then M<N. By Lemma A, since (F; C) has the HBEP,

there is v0 E V such that M g v0 á N.

We claim that this element vo(£W*. For suppose on the contrary

thatv0EW*, then from (r/(l+r))u(k^Voû il/il+s))u+sui, for every

r>0, s>0 and uikEB, we have (i) u, VoEK*~{d} with v0<au for all

a>0, and (ii) for every u'EU there exists «'>0 such that a'u'<v0.

Clearly, (i) and (ii) are contradictory since K* is a type (II) semi-

space-wedge.

In order to show that (FF*; K*) is not maximal, let V —

lin(IF*W {vo}). We claim that (V; C), where C=VT\C, is a LOLS.
Let W' = \in(B\j[ui}), IF" = lin(5U {uu u}), V" = MniW"\J{vo}).

Then iW; WT\K*) and (IF"; W'T\K*) are lexicographically

ordered linear subspaces of (F/*; K*). Furthermore, the ordered

linear subspace (F"; V'T\C) oí (F; C) is a LOLS. For, if u(EB we

can choose u'EU such that \u^<au'<ßu for all X>0, a>0, ß>0.
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Since u'EU and ^u¡<v0 for all u^EB, there exists a'>0 such that

a'u'<v0. Also, M^Vo^N implies that vQ<ßu for all ß>0. Thus,

\ut<Vo<ßu for all X>0, ß>0. It follows that W'C\K*<ava<ßu for

all a>0, ß>0. Therefore, by Lemma 1, (V"; V"C\C) is a LOLS as
was asserted.

To see that C is a semispace-wedge in V, we consider each nonzero

element v = w*+\v0E V, where w*EW*, \ER- If w*EW", then

vE V" and hence v belongs to one and only one of the wedges V'T\C'

and —(V"r\C). Thus, v belongs to one and only one of the wedges

C" and -C. If w*EW", let W'" = lin (W'VJ {w*}), V" =
lin(W'"V {vo}) and let Wt=>lm{uu u, w*}.

Note that (W3 ; W3C\K*) is a lexicographically ordered linear

subspace of (W*\ K*) ; hence by Lemma 2 there is w0 E W3 such that

{mi, m, w0*} forms a basis for IF* and is such that either 9<aw*<Mi

</3m, or aui<u<ßw0, or «Mi<w0 </3m, for every a>0, /3>0. Since

w*GIF", w0 GIF" and hence w0 Glm -B- Thus, the last case aui<wQ

<ßu, for every a>0, /S > 0, is excluded. From the first case or the

second case, we have 6<aw0 <Ui<CB<ßvo<u or aui<CB<ßvo<u

<yw0, for every a>0, ß>0 and y>0, respectively, where CB=\B,

X>0. Therefore, by Lemma 1, in both cases the induced wedge

C" =V"T\C' is a semispace-wedge in V" and hence v = w*+\va

belongs to one and only one of the wedges C" and —C". Thus, v

belongs to one and only one of the wedges C and — C. This shows

that (V; C) is a LOLS, and hence that (IF*; K*) is not maximal.

This completes the proof of the lemma in case C is sharp.

In case C is not sharp, let Vo={vEV:vECC\ — C} and let C0

= VoC\C. Since any lexicographical order is antisymmetric, WC\Va

= {9}. Therefore, there exists a subspace V\ of F containing W which

is complementary to F0 in F. Let Ci= ViC^C. Then Ci is sharp. Thus,

by the result that we have just proved, (Fi, G) fails to have the

HBEP. Also, it is easy to verify that (F; C) has the HBEP if and

only if (Fi, Ci) has the HBEP. Therefore, (F; C) fails to have the
HBEP.

Lemma 4. If an OLS ( V; C) has the HBEP, then the positive wedge C
is lineally closed.

Proof. Assume that (V; C) has the HBEP and that the positive

wedge C is not lineally closed. Then, by Lemma C, there exists a 2-

dimensional lexicographically ordered linear subspace of (F; C), and

hence, by Lemma 3, (F; C) fails to have the HBEP, a contradiction.

From Lemma B and Lemma 4, the following theorem is im-

mediate:
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Theorem. Let (V; C) be an OLS. Then (V; C) has the LUBP if and

only if ( V; C) has the HBEP.
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